
 
    

 

 

Company Description: 
 

 Ducommun is a global provider of manufacturing and engineering services, developing innovative 
electronic, engineered and structural solutions for complex applications in aerospace, defense and industrial 
markets. Our full-service collaborative approach, broad capabilities and value-added services like new 
product introduction, supply chain strategies and program management deliver value for our customers and 
innovative solutions for their complex electronic and structural needs. 
 
 

 
          BUY 
         
        Current Price:  $36.93 

Target Price:  $42.12 

Market Cap:  0.4211 M 

 
          
          
 

 
 
 
 
Thesis:  

The aerospace and defense market is not looking to 
slow down. With current administration and a larger defense 
budget, improvement are always looking to be made. While 
Ducommun will not revolutionize the industry at less than a 
billion dollars of market cap, they hold a prime spot in this 
industry. Ducommun understands this and has leveraged 
their company in order to take full advantage of an 
expanding market. Moving forward, Ducommun will see a 
steadily growing revenue flow and increased efficiencies with 
newly acquired companies which will create value for DCO.  
 
 
 
 

    
 
 
       

   Catalysts:  
x Short Term: 2018 Q3 Revenue 

announcement 
 

x Midterm elections and political 
landscape until 2020 
 

x Ducommun’s customer’s growth and 
their ability to reduce capex while 
maintaining steady growth  
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Earnings Performance: 
 
 In 2015, due to a shrinking outlook on defense, the aerospace industry took a hit and DCO went down 
with it. They are heavily reliant on Boeing and Airbus as their main source of revenue and in a receding industry, 
larger companies were not pushing growth and expansion which hurt DCO. However, they have been 
rebounding and fueling a new growth due to an expanding market. They have made several cuts to their business 
lines, focusing on a core model which helped them cut out underperforming segments. They recently acquired 
Certified Thermoplastics to expand on their end line market. They have specialized resin material that has a 
wide range of aerospace applications. CTP has expanded their market portfolio and has increased revenues with 
their proprietary capabilities. This was shown as the merger went through in late April of this year and the 
earnings for that quarter had already beat expectations. This should be expected to continue, especially as they 
have made such large Capital expenditures, investing in the business to allow for organic growth of the new 
segment. Also looking at their growth in Net Income, the company has positioned itself well to see a significant 
bottom line increase due to their financial leverage. To date, Ducommun has provided an astounding bounce 
back and looks to continue revenue growth and see positive changes to net income in years to come. As the 
table above shows, a 1.4%v increase in revenues was shown during a year with 12.7% growth in Market Cap. 
In the last twelve months a 6.1% growth in revenue led to a 30.6% increase in Market cap. DCO needs revenue 
to thrive in their industry. Lucky for them the political party in power favors a strong military which will benefit 
the company, and major consumers of DCO’s products including Boeing and Airbus are showing similar 
growth which can only mean good things for Ducommun. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
    

 

 

 

Cost of Capital:  

An important aspect 
to look at when accessing 
DCO is their capital 
structure which sits at 53% 
debt and 47% Equity. While 
this may seem troubling for 
a small company, you must first look at industry norms. This level of debt is concerning, but they have 
managed it well, and have kept a relatively low WACC.  
 The diagram below shows a sector comparison for DCO’s debt. The orange mark is the industry 
median, which DCO fits into, with it’s only outlier being Liabilities / EBITDA. This should come as a relief to  
some skeptical investors because aerospace is a specific industry that requires substantial financing to undergo 
capital projects. As a measure of interest coverage they are right about at the median, which shows that even 
though they have taken on debt, they haven’t moved to junk ratings because this is an industry standard.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROC and ROIC: 

Ducommun has simply not been as effective in years past as it’s primary competitors have been. With 
that being said, Ducommun has pushed past competition in the past 12 months. This was fueled by new 
management and several investor friendly 
projects that have lead to innovative, and 
value creating segments for DCO. If you 
look at the first diagram NOPAT / 
Invested Capital is at 7.3%. We have 
already looked at the amount of money 
DCO is dumping into their company, so 
this shows how their after tax profit has 



 
    

 

soared to keep the measure so high. DCO however does not have to continue high priced investments and 
acquisitions to create value. They will do so by working with suppliers and consumers to provide a better supply 
chain process and a more stable one, Both which will benefit investors. 

 
  The next diagram shows ROC/WACC. This number is 0.8 which will not necessarily good for 
DCO, is better than it has been in years past. Over double. The last twelve months has shown a significant 
increase in the return on their capital and they haven’t had a significant increase in their WACC that would 
take away from this. I know the hardest part to see about the potential in this company is their amount of 
debt, but every metric I have shown supports the fact that DCO has been responsible with their debt. And 
that they know how to handle the industry that demands risk in the form of financial leverage in order to be 
able to sustain themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Macro Outlook:   

 

This section is one that holds substantial value in the valuation of Ducommun. They are influenced 
heavily by external factors that impact their customers, but also the industry as a whole. The good news is that 
war and defense budget increases do not seem likely to slow down soon, so Ducommun is ready to make the 
most of a favorable market. A key element though is that I believe with their growth potential and quality 
leadership Ducommun is severely undervalued currently. There is growth potential, especially if the past 12 
months is any 
indicator of the 
new DCO. They 
have improved 
margins and their 
bottom line and 
look to make their 
operations efficient 
moving forward 
which will benefit 
the company. 

 

 



 
    

 

 

Conclusion:  

I believe that for all of the reasons stated above there is substantial grounds for justification in the 
intrinsic value of the company. However, I ran two other scenarios, one in which revenues were ran at a 
continuing period assumption starting in 2019. This rate was a 2.5% growth in revenues year over year which 
led to an estimated target price in one year of $31.16. I also ran a bull case wear macro trends continued to 
favor the industry, possible if certain leaders are reelected in 2020, which would favor the continued expansion 
in aerospace and defense. This stated a similar 5 year revenue growth as my base case did, but growth was 
higher in later years to reflect the prolonging of a low, but higher than GDP revenue growth.  

 
The discount rate and revenues play a big factor in the pricing of DCO. With that being said, they have 

taken on the appropriate amount of debt for the industry and they show promising prospects to increase 
revenues year over year.  

Buy DCO. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

    


